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Complex systems

• Synonyms: cybernetics, synergetics, self-
organization, plectics, complexity, emergence, 
evolution broadly construed, …

• Adaptive complex systems are those that 
evolve under selection.
– non-adaptive, e.g. meteorology, climate
– fuzzy boundary, e.g. power grid
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John von Neumann, 1950

   Science and technology will shift from a past 
emphasis on motion, force, and energy to 
communication, organization, programming, 
and control.

Add: Structure, form, function, 
information, computation, emergence, 
evolution, …
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Properties of adaptive 
complex systems

• Bottom-up/top down hierarchical structure.
• Distributed information processing.
• Interacting parts (not necessarily reflecting whole)
• Emergent properties (whole greater than sum of parts)
• Diversity of specialized roles and functions.
• Evolution based on opportunistic innovation.
• Frozen accidents (lock in, path dependence)

– history is an important determinant of details, but may or 
may not be important for broad principles of behavior

• Resilience, robustness
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Economy as evolving complex system

• Adam Smith’s invisible hand (1776)
• Economy should be best understood based 

on evolutionary principles (Marshall) 
• System of prices is self-organizing means of 

parallel processing information (Hayek)
• Contrast to most modern literature
• Empirically useful science?
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Examples

• Living systems and subsystems
– Nervous system, ecology, immune system, 

hormonal system, metabolic network, …
• Social systems and subsystems

– Economy, social networks, internet, evolution 
of language, …

• Study of adaptive complex systems focuses 
on trying to discover the common principles 
of organization, structure, function, and 
ontogeny underlying these systems.
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(Adaptive) complex systems

• Complex behaviors emerge from simpler rules 
operating at a lower level, e.g.
– living organism
– brain
– society

• There are similarities between such examples that 
justify studying them together
– “strong” vs. “weak” belief
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Discipline of complex systems is motivated by 
belief in two principles:
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What characterizes complex 
systems as a discipline?

• Not yet a novel, but rather a collection of anecdotes and 
short stories seeking a coherent plot.

• Tractable models illustrating aspects of self-organization
– Steam engine governor, logistic map, perceptron, game of life, 

iterated prisoner’s dilemma, El Farol, Tierra, sandpile, epsilon 
machine, autocatalytic set, small world network, …

• Dead heros
– Smith, Darwin, Butler, Spencer, Wiener, Shannon, Weaver, 

Ulam, von Neumann, Monod, Varela, Simon, …
• Central topic is itself a nonmaterial abstraction.
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Conjectured principles of complex systems

• Hierarchies emerge because of favorable properties 
for control and information flow
– control flows down, information flows up
– modularity (Simon)

• Metabolic scaling of hierarchies (West, Brown, ...)
– geometric properties of hierarchy + physical flows dictate 

scaling of generalized metabolic properties vs. size
• Network structure displays universal properties that can be 

studied via graph theory and reveal important properties of 
complex systems (Watts & Strogatz, Newman, Barabasi, ...)

• Inherent tradeoff of performance and fragility  (e.g. HOT)
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Principles of complex systems (cont.)

• Goldilocks principle
– “interesting” self-organized behavior emerges at 

intermediate levels of information flow (Langton)
• Evolution to edge of chaos (Packard)
• Self-organized criticality (Keeler and Farmer, Bak)

– “interesting” behavior happens when dynamics 
naturally maintains system near critical point

• System design and second law:  Living systems maintain order 
(though replication and repair) against pressures tending toward 
disorder
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Principles of complex systems (cont.)

• Universality of evolution
– descent with variation and selection gives rise to 

common properties in biological, social and 
technological systems.

– change is incremental, builds on existing structure
– increasing returns to specialization

• Common properties for connectionist learning (Farmer)
– neural nets, classifier systems, evolutionary game 

theory, immune system networks, autocatalytic 
chemical networks, Bayesian inference networks, 
involve common properties in the way learning is 
achieved.
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principles of complex systems (cont.)

• You can’t push on a rope:  Systems that require ongoing heroic 
efforts of control to maintain complex systems in 
nonequilibrium states inevitably fail.  
– Drug war, immigration, terrorism, oil extraction and 

transport, wealth equality, government corruption, cancer, 
(movement of nuclear materials?), ...

• What are limits of cultural change?
– people are remarkably plastic, but:
– lessons of Marxism
– inherent acquisitiveness, aggressive dominance?
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Straw man graduate curriculum 
(if we had a graduate school, we might teach courses like this)

• Standard background material (but a uniquely complex 
systems combination)
– Dynamical Systems (ODEs, maps, control theory, CAs,…), 

Probability and Random processes, Evolutionary Game Theory, 
Information Theory, Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics, 
Theory of Computation, Statistics and Data Analysis

• Courses with a more uniquely SFI flavor:
– Biological Self-organization and Regulation, Macro-evolutionary 

Dynamics, Social Network Dynamics, Scaling and Multi-
fractals, Evolutionary Micro-economics, Evolutionary 
Linguistics, …

• This combination of topics does not exist in any standard 
discipline.
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